
Cherish tho moment
with Australian cherrics
A brand campaign has
been developed to boost
cherries' presence at point
of sale.
By Simon Boughey, CEO
Cherry Growers Australia.

The 'Cherish the moment'
brand campaign for cherries

will be launched with promotions

through key retail and independent

greengrocer channels alongside an

integrated PR program designed to

elevate the profile of cherries and

position them as the quintessential

summer fruit gorgeous to look at,
delicious, versatile, affordable and

a true superfruit with unique health

and beauty properties.

Based on findings from consumer

research and things learned

from past campaigns, the new
Australian cherries brand campaign
was developed to provide a
unique and memorable creative
device that could be owned by the
industry and could boost cherries'

presence at point-of-sale and drive
impulse purchasing.

In order to do this, the industry

wanted to capture the real spirit
of cherries to maximise demand
at peak season, build real value

into the brand to make price less
of a barrier and create a brand
story that would resonate with

consumers young and old.
As such, the key ideas

underpinning the Australian cherries

brand story are that cherries hold a
unique place in our hearts and play
a central role in our most important

summer rituals, such as Christmas
celebrations, lazy days in the

backyard and getting together with

friends: we don't just love them, we
cherish them.

In-store promotional activity
Cherries are a key summer staple

and a definite favourite around

Christmas, so all major retailers and

greengrocers around the country
will be showcasing high-quality

local cherries throughout the
season, which starts late October/
early November.

As the new face of cherries,
Jessica Watson (recognised by
the nation as the youngest person
to sail non-stop and unassisted

around the world, and the 2011

Young Australian of the Year) will

be featured in promotional material
and utilised through the PR

program as a media spokesperson
for the industry. Her images will be

seen in greengrocers nationally.

Key health, nutrition and beauty
messages will also be displayed

in the retail arena to educate

consumers about the many benefits

associated with this fruit.

The Australian cherry season only

lasts for about 100 days, so all fruit

lovers will be urged to 'Cherish the
moment' and grab a handful of
Australian cherries as soon as they
hit the shelves.

Some other points
Australian cherries are produced in

all six states, with NSW, Victoria and

Tasmania being the three largest

producers. The fruit becomes

available from late October all the

way through to February with supply

peaks in November and December.

Based on current plantings, it is
anticipated that the industry could
harvest up to 15,000 tonnes of
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cherries. Typically, around 80 per

cent of cherries produced are

consumed domestically with the
remaining 20 per cent exported.
Around 20 to 25 per cent of the

entire Australian crop is usually sold

in the Christmas week and about

45 to 50 per cent of cherries are
sold after Christmas.

The industry typically runs
on a tight budget in terms of
marketing compared to other
fruit industries. To help further
define and develop the industry's
marketing plans, a consumer
research project was conducted
that assisted with shaping the
current 2011/2012 campaign,
along with other consumer
analytical tools that the industry

subscribes to and things learned
from past marketing campaigns.

Key take home messages
from the research

Cherries are a stone fruit. This

finding is different to the qualitative

research conducted in 2008 in
which cherries were not typecast

and sat in quite a unique territory

of their own. This presents

opportunities and challenges as

stone fruit are in season at the

same time as cherries yet priced
well below them.

The biggest barriers to purchase
are price and quality.

Cherries are largely an impulse

buy (70 per cent buy at POP).
Supermarkets and

greengrocers are the two main
purchase channels.
75 per cent of cherry buyers
usually eat the fruit on its own
and 29.3 per cent add them
to fruit salad. This presents
an opportunity to increase
usage occasions to provide
incremental sales.
Current awareness and
understanding of US and
Australian cherries is low and
confused. However, consumers
tend not to buy cherries during
the US season, that is, in winter
(June to August).

The provenance of cherries
seems to drive purchase.

The health benefits of the fruit are
an important aspect. I
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